
Visual Arts Newsletter
August-September 2023

Hello! I am Mrs. Jackson, the visual arts teacher
here at Fillmore Elementary! I started teaching
here last year, and have loved getting to know your
children.
Our newsletters are a great way to see what
students accomplished the previous months. I will
be releasing one each month. I am a little late with
this first one and I apologize.

Kindergarten
September:
We used the letters A, B, C, and D to create a creature that started with that letter.
Then using crayons we colored them in.

Thayne Miami McCrae Londyn

Khloe Hyrum Evalyn Awni



First Grade
September:
We created self portraits, showing either a place we want to visit or something we
want to be when we grow up. Using colored pencils, we colored our pieces .

Haisley Jane Josalyn

Noah Paul Cassidy

Halle Alfonso



Second Grade
September:
Mrs. Jackson was unable to be at school during our week, however our awesome
subs gave us some awesome papers that helped us to learn to think critically.

At the beginning of the week, we had to think of some gross toppings we wouldn’t
want on a pizza. A Lot of bugs were drawn, the occasional bandaid, and also some
dead fish.

Near the end of the week, we worked on drawing the alphabet. We had to think of
di�erent items that started with each letter and draw them in the boxes.



Third Grade
September:
We were able to create a silhouette and turn it into a self portrait. They had to
include people, places, hobbies, foods, etc,that is important to us. We then glued
them onto a paper that is a color we like.

Nixon Sophia Auggie

Kaydence Johnny Alison



Fourth Grade
September:
Using pencils, we drew half our face on a piece of paper. Then we created the
other half of our “face” with objects that make us who we are. Those might be
people, activities, hobbies, food etc. We then colored them in with colored pencils.

Kinzley Arlo Ashtyn Trakan

Laiklyn Lincoln Olivia Nate


